Toyota prado 2002

It is produced by the Japanese car maker, Toyota. The Prado is one of the smaller vehicles in
the range. From , the Prado is based on Toyota's J platform. In some countries it is available as
the equivalent Lexus GX. In some markets, it is known simply as the Toyota Prado. The GX uses
practically identical body panels and V8 engine. The Prado has ladder frame chassis, two-speed
transfer boxes and rear beam axles. The J70 platform has a front beam axle, while the J90, J and
J platforms have front independent suspension. The name "Prado" means meadow or field in
Spanish and Portuguese. First developed as the light-duty vehicle of the 70 Series , in
November Available only in short body with options for soft top or hard top metal top. The
Bundera was a short wheelbaseâ€”being 2, millimetres There were three options for the engine,
the 2. Transmission for the petrol engine is the G52 type while the diesels used the R and R
types. These were the same engines and transmission used in 4Runner , in cooperation with
Hino. In April , a new type, the Prado , was introduced, with a redesigned front grille, front
fenders, engine hood, and head lamps. Despite a body-on-frame design making it highly
capable off-road, the vehicle was marketed toward on-road use. In Japan, it came with
electronic fuel injection and four speed automatic transmission. The 2. The front suspension
was changed to a "shock absorber through spring" design to improve handling. With the touch
of a button you could switch between stages of absorber. The 22R petrol engine was upgraded
to the 22R-E electronic fuel injection engine, the diesel engines were replaced by the 2. In , the
22R-E petrol engine was replaced by the 2. The dashboard was replaced with a new design with
minor changes to suspension, brakes and trim details. In May , the J70 series underwent a
makeover and emerged as the J90 series Prado, an independent series. The body was
lengthened. The design remained medium duty, like the J The front suspension was replaced
with an independent design, shared with Tacoma and Hilux Surf , made by Hino. The J90 was
made by Tahara Plant, available as a three-door short wheelbase and five-door long wheelbase
version. All models came with front double wishbone and 4 linked suspension as well as
full-time 4WD. ABS and a Field Monitor showing altimeter, thermometer and pressure were
standard in all the models. The field monitor was not available as standard equipment in South
Africa. Television display and audio set was optional. Petrol engines included the 2. Diesel
engines were the 2. There was also a luxury version of the J90, called the Challenger. By June ,
minor changes were made. In order to follow new laws, fog-lamps were added to the bumper,
except in South Africa. To reduce theft, an engine immobilizer was available. TX Limited with 8
seats used TX base with roof rail, rear under mirror, wood panel finish, armrest, optitron meter,
base cooling as well as rear heater was introduced into this series. The Prado was assembled
by Sofasa in Colombia from until without significant changes. There were two versions, a 3-door
with a 2. When the Prado was launched in the UK in , it was called the Land Cruiser Colorado
and replaced the 4Runner , which had been discontinued from sale. It was called this to
distinguish it from the larger Land Cruiser â€” renamed as the Land Cruiser Amazon â€” which
was already on sale. It dropped the Colorado name tag in , when it was renamed simply Land
Cruiser. In the Republic of Ireland most Land Cruisers were sold as commercials with the rear
side windows and seats removed for tax reasons. Appearing in , the third generation Prado has
revised front suspension to improve reliability. Development began in and design work in , with
the winning proposal originating from Lance Scott of the Toyota ED 2 design studio in France in
late Engines include the 2. The engine immobilizer became standard equipment in some
markets. The upgrade to the D-4D engine was also matched with transmission upgrades to the
diesel range, with the 5-speed automatic and 6-speed manual transmissions added in line with
the petrol powered range. From August the Prado received several equipment and safety
upgrades. There is a shorter three-door version of the series, with a code instead of Engines are
the same, most features are the same; just the 1KZ-TE was only available in five-door version.
The three-door model features only two seat rows. The Japanese Prado consisted of 6 trim
levels known as RX, RZ, TX, TX Limited, TZ and TZ 'G Selection' The highest specification model
known as TZ 'G Selection' consisted of features like front driver and passenger heated seats,
heated exterior mirrors, adjustable air suspension, hill start assist control downhill assist
control, central differential lock and sometimes engine auto heating. The fourth generation has
been available in some markets since October There are two base variants, five-door and
three-door. This generation of Prado features advanced 4WD and an array of electronic gadgets.
Depending on the market, the fourth generation is available with an under-floor mounted or rear
door mounted spare wheel. For example, UK vehicles have the spare wheel mounted under the
floor, while in Australia and Argentina the spare wheel is mounted on the rear door, leaving
space for an auxiliary fuel tank, which is desirable in countries where long journeys in isolated
areas may be required. The removable third-row three-seaters of the J were replaced by
fold-into-floor seats which seat only two people â€” which is also responsible for a loss of
cargo capacity, the reduction in dual fuel capacity and usable height in the cargo compartment.

On the higher end Kakadu and three-door ZR models, there are six camera positions enabling
viewing to the front and down, to the side both front and rear, and to the rear. The engine
remained the same, although the automatic gear change points were altered for maximum fuel
economy rather than maximum performance, even in Sports mode. Both engines were
upgraded to the 6-speed Aisin AC60F automatic transmission. The fourth generation Prado was
released in Australia on 16 November In late , Toyota dropped the three-door Prado variants due
to poor sales. Higher specification models received LED headlights and suspension
improvements. Unlike in Japan, Toyota Australia retained the 4. All GXL models received a
seven-inch sat-nav as standard. As of December [update] , all Prado models are offered with an
automatic transmission only. They are also only available with a 2. For [ clarification needed ]
the Prado gets the upgraded diesel engine first seen in the updated Hilux. In some markets,
commercial van variants, based on the short-wheelbase chassis are available. From June
onward, the following engines and trim levels available are : [14]. The monthly sales target for
Japan is 1, units. The 4. On 24 September , the fourth generation mid-life facelift received a new
3. While the engine capacity is lower when compared to the 4. It uses less fuel and it is the only
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Venza AV FJ Cruiser XJ Hilux Sport Rider. Land Cruiser Light J Land Cruiser Prado J Land
Cruiser J Sequoia XK30â€” Sequoia XK Mega Cruiser BXD Kei pickup truck. Pixis Truck Sâ€”
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Nâ€” Tacoma N Land Cruiser pickup J Tundra XK Non-Toyota platform. What a smart move! We
provide a large range of Cheap Toyota Land Cruiser Prado for sale that are supplied by
hundreds of major Japanese used car exporters all across Japan. If you wonder which car to
choose from this big stock list, you can consult with our professional specialists for more
information by clicking the Inquire Now or Free Quote buttons on our website. Another way is to
go through these useful tips on buying a used car for sale below. Your total budget should
include tax, registration fee, periodic maintenance fee, etc. This helps you to avoid
overspending before you even receive the car. Our website offers you a choice to input your
final destination, with that we will show you the estimated Price of Toyota Land Cruiser Prado in
the CIF term Cost Insurance and Freight to your nearest port. After that, you can choose the
best car from the list that fits your budget. One more thing should be considered when you
purchase a used car is the maintenance fee. The cheapest car is good on some points, but
make sure you compare the maintenance cost in the long term with the up-front savings. Our
advice is: Firstly, you should pick up several Used Toyota Land Cruiser Prado for sale on our
website, take its condition status and compare to what features you have in mind. If a car is in
good condition, has a healthy engine, plenty of useful accessories, give it some extra points. It
is always good to ask a car mechanic about the car status if possible. They may also be able to
tell you more about the approximate value of the car. When buying a used car, mileage is a
really important factor to check out. Low or high mileage shows the cars age, which affects
directly the value of the car at sale, as well as the cost of servicing and maintenance. On
average, the annual mileage is from 12, to 15, miles, so if a car has mileage lower than 80, miles
after 5 years, it would be classed as low. If it is much more than that number, it would be
considered high. Thus if you are looking for a high-quality used car, buying a Toyota Land
Cruiser Prado good mileage will be such a smart choice. And, in case your tight budget doesn't
allow you, picking a well-cared-for car over the low mileage one is not a bad idea. The reason

behind this is that high mileage doesn't affect too much on the quality and the true value of a
well-maintained car. So you can save a lot of money but still get a good used car by doing this
way. As you are on this page, you might be wondering about Toyota Land Cruiser Prado fuel
consumption. The fuel efficiency of a car depends mainly on 3 factors: 1 Engine size 2 Age of
the car 3 Weight of the car. As you might have guessed Toyota Land Cruiser Prado good on fuel
will be the brand new one. Talking about used cars, the older the car is, the higher the fuel
consumption becomes. Thus, when buying a used car, you should pick a low mileage one as it
will give you better fuel efficiency. When you plan to buy a car, it is a good method to start with
the purpose of that vehicle use. If you already know which model to buy, skip this section. If you
are still considering, try to answer the following questions to figure out which type of car to for:.
For offroad capability, look at SUV. For bigger cargo space, skip hatchback. If you need more
seats, a van or a big SUV might be the one. If Buying an old Toyota Land Cruiser Prado is what
you want, you should take look at a hybrid one or low mileage one or newer year one. If this car
doesn't fit your everyday needs, don't hesitate to take a look at other Toyota Land Cruiser Prado
in our stock list. As you know, Japan, our country is one of the leading car manufacturing
country in the world. It is also the source of some of the most efficient cars on the road. More
than that, our people are known to be the most civilized society in the world. Our sensibility and
carefulness reflect on how we take care of our cars. Even after using for years, Japanese cars
are very reliable and efficient. Another point is, our country has one of the most skillful car
mechanics in the world. So, when some part of the car is fixed inside Japan, that part looks and
functions almost as new. Th
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erefore, if you are seeking for a Used Toyota Land Cruiser Prado for sale , a Japanese used car
will be a perfect choice for you. Active filter. Filter by Make. Year - Month. Select port for CIF.
Engine cc. Other Filters. Featured Links. Show 15 cars 24 cars 48 cars 96 cars. Select Port for
Total price Inquire. Set up a total budget is important to help you buy a Toyota Land Cruiser
Prado competitive price Your total budget should include tax, registration fee, periodic
maintenance fee, etc. Reasons why we need to Buying a low mileage Toyota Land Cruiser Prado
When buying a used car, mileage is a really important factor to check out. How to choose a
perfect car for your needs? If you are still considering, try to answer the following questions to
figure out which type of car to for: - How many seats do you need in the car? Thinking about
Cars for sale in Japan , thinking about Japan As you know, Japan, our country is one of the
leading car manufacturing country in the world. Show More.

